Sage Estimating Scheduling Integrator

The more time you have to troubleshoot, the better. Project success depends on your
team’s ability to plan ahead.
With Sage Estimating Scheduling Integrator, you have the tools to start the ball rolling
long before construction begins. Quick, realistic project schedules are only an estimate
away when using the Integrator to connect Estimating to industry-standard scheduling
software—like Primavera or Microsoft Project for Windows.
Why build a schedule from scratch when so much useful information is already at your
fingertips, such as labor and equipment details, material items, productivity factors,
and estimator notes. Scheduling Integrator makes the most of your work by gathering
these items from Estimating,* an application for Sage 300 Construction and Real Estate
(formerly Sage Timberline Office) and Sage 100 Contractor (formerly Sage Master
Builder), and automatically creating a planning base of tasks or activities for use in
building a schedule. Simply open the project file in your scheduling software and you’re
well on your way. Scheduling Integrator is a tool to jump start and simplify the scheduling
process, and give your team more time to plan for success.

Features
• Produces a schedule specifically geared to Primavera—Primavera Project Planner
(3.0 and 3.1) and SureTrak Project Manager 3.0—or Microsoft Project, or a generic
file for use in other scheduling software.

Benefits
Provide access to estimate data
without requiring knowledge of
or use of estimating software.
Give management and project
team members access to
estimating details (view and
print) without sacrificing estimate
data integrity.
Save time and eliminate the
need for manual distribution
of hard copy reports.
Share estimate information
electronically via email.

• Generates tasks/activities by group phase, phase, item, assembly, material class,
subcontractor, location, job cost phase, CAD reference or Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS) codes in the estimate.
• Lets you specify how work and duration units are measured (by hours, days, weeks
or months) based on scheduling software options, and choose how days and weeks
are defined.
• Calculates durations for entire task/activity.
• Tracks labor/equipment resources, as well as subcontractors and special
material resources.
• Automatically transfers estimator notes into scheduling software.
• Update a schedule with estimate additions or revisions.
• Runs on:

• A single workstation housing both Sage estimating and scheduling software.
• Two workstations, one hosting Sage estimating and the other hosting the
scheduling software.

• A network.
*Sage Estimating Standard or Extended
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